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Abstract—This Scale free networks are abundant in many
natural, social, and engineering phenomena for which there exists
a substantial corpus of theory able to elucidate many of their
underlying properties. In this paper we study the scalability of
some widely available Python-based tools for the empirical
investigation of scale free network data in a typical early stage
analysis pipeline. We demonstrate how porting serial
implementations of commonly used pipeline data structures and
methods to parallel hardware via the NVIDIA RAPIDS AI API
requires minimal rewriting of code. As a utility for each pipeline
we recorded the time required to complete the analysis for both
the serial and parallelized workflows on a task-wise basis.
Furthermore, we review a statistically based methodology for
fitting a power-law to empirical data. Maximum likelihood
estimations for scale were inferred after using KolmogorovSmirnov based methods to determine location estimates. Our
serial implementation of a typical early stage network analysis
workflow uses a combination of widely used data structures and
algorithms provided by the NumPy, Pandas and NetworkX
frameworks. We then parallelized our workflow using the APIs
provided by NVIDIA’s RAPIDS AI open data science libraries
and measured the relative time to completion for the tasks of
ingesting raw data, creating a graph representation of the data and
finally fitting a power-law distribution to the empirical
observations. The results of our experiments, run on graphs
ranging in size from 1 million to 20 million edges, demonstrate that
significantly less time is required to complete the tasks of
generating a graph from an edge list, computing the degree of all
nodes in the graph and fitting the scale and location parameters to
the observed data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Systems that can be represented by a graph having degree
distributions following a power-law are commonly found in our
everyday lives. Examples can be seen in the evolution of the
World-Wide Web [1][2][3], how we interact on social network
applications [4][5], and even in the melodic and rhythmic
qualities found in compositions of classical music [6]. These
phenomena and many others which exist in a vast array of fields
of study are of intense interest among the public and private
research communities. As empirical network datasets become
increasingly large, it is becoming ever more important for
accessible and scalable analysis workflows to become available.
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While numerous tools are available for the implementation of
network analytics pipelines, those that provide the highest
degree of ease of use are based upon sequential programming
models. For example the NetworkX graph analysis framework
is well documented and widely used among network analysts
that provides the necessary tools, among many more, to convert
raw data read into Pandas or NumPy data structures into a graph
object and compute the degree of each vertex within it. Tooling
that provides methods for the assessment of whether the graph
is indeed scale-free however is far less diverse and abundant.
This in part may be due to the fact that ad-hoc methods for
analyzing scale-free nature of empirical data are often employed
due to their ease of use. A consequence of using ad-hoc methods
is a decrease in the reliability of the results obtained and a lack
of statistical theory that supports their usage.
A scale free network has a degree distribution k described by
a power-law


p(k) = P(K=k) = Cx-α



which can be mathematically characterized for either continuous
or discrete random variables representing the degree, by weight
in the former case or edge count in the latter, of a vertex in the
graph. In this paper we focus solely on the distribution of the
discrete instances for the sake of brevity and for the purpose of
minimizing the amount of necessary background and
consideration of the technical caveats that result when also
considering the continuous case (see [7][8][9][10][11] for a
detailed discussion). In the discrete case the discrete power-law
distribution is parameterized by its scale (α) and its location
(xmin) where the normalization factor


C = ζ(α, xmin)-1



is the inverse of the Hurwitz zeta function which is itself a
generalization of the Riemann zeta function. The Riemann zeta
form was first introduced by Euler and numerical solutions for
these infinite sums have been developed [12]. See
[13][14][15][16] for details of the numerical analysis involved
with solving such sums. The python code provided by Clauset
[17] computes (3) via an implementation based upon the GNU
Scientific Library (GSL) [18] and whose analytic details can be
visited in [15].



ζ(α, xmin) = ∑(n + xmin)-α



Evident by its inclusion in many research reports, it should
be noted that, as alluded to previously, one common ad-hoc
practice is to assess whether the degree distribution of a graph
follows a power-law by fitting a linear regression line, via
ordinary least squares, to a log-log scaled plot of the degree
histogram and estimate the scaling parameter via the slope of the
fitted line and the location parameter by noting the degree at
which the fitted line first intersects a point on the histogram.
Unfortunately, such practice subjects the estimated scale and
location parameters to both bias and error for several reasons.
Among them are the lack of normality of the linear model
residuals and the presence of correlation among them [8][11].
Clauset et al. provide a Python implementation [12] of powerlaw based empirical data [7] based upon a statistical framework
that provides maximum likelihood and Kolmogorov Smirnov
based methods for fitting empirical data to a power-law
distribution as was described by Goldstein [10]. Briefly, the
location parameter is estimated by iterating over all values of
location within the search space and choosing the location that
minimizes the distance D between the cumulative distribution
functions of the observed data S(x) and the best fit power-law
model P(x) where


D = max(x ≥ xmin)|S(x)-P(x)|



The MLE estimator for the scaling parameter is then computed


MLE(α) = max(α)(-n ln ζ(α, xmin) – α ∑ln xi)



Summary of Results: To illustrate a typical early stage
network analysis workflow we performed the ingestion of raw
tabular data representing a network, then generate a graph
representation of that data. Next we compute the degree
distribution of graph and finally using slightly modified code
based upon [17], we fit a power-law distribution by computing
estimates of the scale and location parameters while recording
the amount of time required to complete each step.
Scalable end to end network analytic pipelines that make use
of data structures and tooling components which are easily
integrated into complex workflows and which are experientially
similar to those used across other genres of data science and
engineering activities have much potential for adding value to
current network analysis endeavors. To illustrate, we ported our
serial pipeline implementation which uses NetworkX, NumPy
and Pandas to a parallel architecture based workflow using some
of the available RAPIDS AI APIs provided by NVIDIA, namely
the cuGraph and cuDF Python packages. RAPIDS AI is built
upon an in-memory data structure from the Apache Arrow
project and provide several GPU data and network analysis
capabilities that are implemented using functions that are
syntactically very similar to the workflow tools provided by
NetworkX, NumPy and Pandas. For example, the cuDF package
provides data structures and methods which are based upon
Pandas while cuGraph, in the same spirit, provides several graph
analysis methods structured similarly to those seen in
NetworkX. As a result, using cuDF and cuGraph to accelerate
our workflow to GPU hardware accelerators required minimal

code rewriting and to a large extent preserved the crossinterpretability of the code between the serial and parallel
workflows. More specifically we ported our serial Python 3.6
pipeline to a CUDA GPU appropriate syntax by replacing
NumPy and Pandas objects to the CuPy and cuDF objects
provided by the RAPIDS AI. Similarly, we ported all NetworkX
based syntax to a GPU appropriate RAPIDS AI cuGraph syntax.
II. METHODS
A. Data
We used as our experimental dataset the social network data
consisting of a series Google+ web crawls performed by Gong
et. al. [4][5]. All source network data is in the form of a space
delimited edge list containing 462,994,069 edges and contains
28,942,911 vertices. We sampled this dataset by taking the first
1 million, 5 million, 10 million and 20 million edges and passing
each sample to the pipeline described below. Our key motivation
for taking a subset of the graph is that the execution times are
long.
B. Network Analysis Workflow
In our serial implementation, the edge list was first ingested
using the pandas.read_csv() function, creation of the graph was
carried
out
using
the
NetworkX
function
from_pandas_edgelist() and the degree of each node was
computed by iterating over the list of values provided by the
graph.degree() method of NetworkX's graph data structure.
Next, our modified serial Python 3.x version of Ornstein's
original code, serial_ptyhon3_plfit.py, was used to estimate the
scale and location parameters given the degrees computed in the
previous step.
The GPU code using RAPIDS AI is very similar to the plain
Python implementation. The first difference is in the input
ingestion where we use cudf.read_csv() in place of
pandas.read_csv(). Second, creation of the graph was carried
out using the cuGraph method graph.from_cudf_edgelist(), and
the degree of each node was computed via the graph.degrees()
method provided by the cuGraph package. Up to this point, most
of the CPU and GPU implementations were identical for all but
the package used to call the basic functionality. We
reimplemented the parameter estimation code (previously
serial_python3_plfit.py) to use GPU based libraries and used
parallel_ptyhon3_plfit.py, to estimate the scale and location
parameters given the degrees computed in the previous step.
III. EMPIRICAL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Experimental Setup: Serial experiments were run on an Intel
Xeon E5-2630-v4 processor, and parallel experiments were run
on NVIDIA TITAN V GPU. As mentioned, we use a slightly
modified Python 3.x version of Ornstein's code, serial_plfit.py,
from [4] which was written in Python 2.x. These modifications
include usage of the functions that are used for estimating
discrete distributions and replacing the Python 2.x list and math
module based syntax with Python 3.6 NumPy and Pandas
syntax. Note, GPU execution times include data transfer times
from the CPU to GPU.
Benchmarks: We analyze the full end-to-end execution of
the workflow. We report time for the four key execution phases:
1) data ingestion from the file system and into memory, 2)

conversion of the data frame to a graph data structure, 3)
computing the degree of the nodes and 4) parameter estimation.
Typically, the first two phases are part of the ETL phase.
Performance Analysis: Profiling of serial_python3_plfit.py
showed the largest proportion of the total compute time was
taken by the process of computing the vector of likelihoods (5)
of the scaling parameter for a given value of the location
parameter. This step involves sequentially appending the
likelihood of each scaling parameter value in the search space
via usage of a for loop. In order to reduce the compute time
required for this step, we vectorized the computation of these
likelihoods and thus eliminated the need to perform an append
function on the likelihood vector.
Time to completion for each workflow task using our serial and
parallel implementations are provided (Fig. 1) along with the
performance speedup achieved using the parallelized workflow.
While the parallelized version of the data ingestion step did not
break even until given a graph containing more than 10 million
edges, we observed 3-90x speed up in the time to completion for
all other steps in the workflow.

from file and we expect that the ingestion of raw data containing
edges numbering on the order of 100 million and more would
begin to show significant reduction in the time to completion. In
future studies, we plan to run similar experiments using graphs
of such size and greater to investigate how NVIDIA’s RAPIDS
AI and CuPy based workflows scale. In addition, we will
investigate the parameter estimation step and determine if there
are other optimizations that can further decrease the amount time
to completion. It is likely that applying parallel computation of
all cumulative distribution functions for the data and best-fit
power-law models can provide additional performance gains.
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